
Indian Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar 

School of Electrical Sciences 

Instructions to Candidates appearing interviews for admission to PhD program in the School 

of Electrical Sciences (Specialization: Electrical Engineering) 

Date of Interview:  15th July, 2020 (Wednesday) 

Mode of Interview: Online through Skype 

Based upon the online written test conducted on 9th July 2020, the following candidates have been 

shortlisted for online interview. Please abide by the following instructions.  

 Interviews will be conducted through Skype. Each candidate should be ready with an online setup, 

preferably a laptop/desktop with web camera and good internet connectivity.  It is advised that the 

candidate should arrange a white board with marker or be ready with white papers with pen during 

the interview. A preferable arrangement should be made such that the white board or the paper can 

be visible through the camera when requested during the time of interview. Try to minimize external 

interference and maintain a good lighting condition such that the face is clearly visible during the 

online interview. The audio and the microphone should have been tested by the candidate before the 

actual call to minimize delay. 

 Please add the Skype address (phd.ee.ses@gmail.com) to your Skype account if you are a candidate 

applying under Electrical Engineering discipline and wait to receive a Skype call from us in the time 

window mentioned in the following list. Please send a message to the skype address indicating your 

presence during your scheduled time. Please wait to receive a Skype call from us around the time 

mentioned in the schedule given below.  

 If you don’t have a skype ID, please follow the mentioned link to create a fresh one. 

(https://www.skype.com/en/get-skype/).   

 Please regularly check your email for further instructions. 

 Please have your documents ready with your during the interview and be prepared to share the same 

over video if requested by the committee. 

 

Sl. No.  Application No. Name Interview Time 

1.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0025  MR. PALLOV ANAND 

10:30 am to 11:30 am 
2.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0060  MR. ROHAN RAY 

3.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0080  MR. SHUBHAM SINGH 

4.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0149  MR. AMIT GUPTA 

5.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0234  MR. GYANA RANJAN BEHERA 

11:30 am to 12:30 pm 
6.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0314  MS. PALLIPUSPA PANDA 

7.  PHD/ES/AUT20/0315  MR. SOUMYA RANJAN NATH 

8  PHD/ES/AUT20/0321  MR. KULDEEP SINGH SHIVRAN 

9  PHD/ES/AUT20/0337  MR. SUBRATA SENAPATI 

12:30 pm-1:30 pm 

10  PHD/ES/AUT20/0368  MR. RITAM CHAKRABORTY 

11  PHD/ES/AUT20/0402  MR. PRAVEEN KUMAR GUPTA 

12  PHD/ES/AUT20/0466  MR. BALARAM JENA 

13  PHD/ES/AUT20/0540  MR. RANJAN KUMAR 

 

https://www.skype.com/en/get-skype/

